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THE METRO ARRIVES
IN TAPIOLA

1

THE WORLD’S BEST TEAM IN
AESTHETIC GROUP GYMNASTICS

2018
SPRING IN ESPOO IS
FULL OF EVENTS

SUSTAINABLE
GROWTH
Construction Developer,
Esa Vatanen (on the
left), and Project Manager,
Mika Rantala, working
with the blueprints of the
tower buildings in
Vermonniitty.

Espoo is growing faster than the rest
of the capital region. The foundation
of all the development work is based
on the idea in the Espoo Story:
Sustainable Thinking.
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TIMO PORTHAN

MY ESPOO

GROWING UP WITH THE HELP OF TEAM SPORTS
A FOOTBALL IS ROLLING around the artiﬁcial

turf of Espoo’s inﬂated football hall. The Espoonlahti Icehearts team, composed of boys aged 9
to 11, is practicing at full throttle. The team also
practices ice hockey and cross training, and already plays football at the division level.
However, the success of the team is not measured in division rankings, but social work. Ice-

hearts, an association working to prevent social
exclusion, organises team sports for children and
young people who need special support.
“We use sports to teach children team skills
and how to deal with disappointments and
guide them towards an athletic lifestyle,” says
Jyrki Tuukkanen, Managing Director at Espoon Icehearts ry.

Espoo has four boys Icehearts teams, and
next autumn they will be joined by a girls
team. The activities are free of charge for the
participants. The educators acting as mentors
for the teams support the children and youths
also at school and at home for a period of 12
years. Icehearts pledges to support the children “from pre-school to conscription”.
“With our help, many young people can
avoid social exclusion and ﬁnd employment instead.” PIRITTA PORTHAN

READ MORE
ABOUT THE
ASSOCIATION
ICEHEARTS.FI

There are
currently
32 Icehearts
teams in ten
different locations
in Finland. Each
team contains
some 25 children.
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EDITORIAL

Read
“Stories
from
Espoo”!

Espoo in 2017
THIS EDITION of the Espoo Magazine is even thicker than usual, as the city’s annual

report “Stories from Espoo” is delivered to all homes as a supplement to the magazine. The supplement offers a quick peek into everyday life in Espoo, including development, education, planning, construction, services, sports services and culture.
Our communications department has really done a great job creating a comprehensive, easy-to-read information package of what is going on in Espoo. Read it and find
out where the tax euros of Espoo residents are used!
It is essential for the development of the city that the inhabitants and companies
are vocal about what they require for a smooth and comfortable daily life. Espoo’s
most important value is its resident and customer-oriented approach, and it is
always good to receive feedback on matters that need to be developed. Espoo
will succeed in any project where local residents and customers come together for a joint effort.
Urbanization continues and Espoo keeps growing. There are plenty of
construction projects around the city. Espoo is home to new, diverse neighbourhoods and apartments that suit various stages of life. Espoo’s sustainability goals, smart urban solutions, well-functioning transport solutions and emission-free energy production offer great ways to promote
a carbon-free society while also taking care of urban nature, much
valued by the locals, and ensuring the safety of the residential areas.
Sustainable, high-quality growth comes from cooperation with inhabitants.
Espoo has been named among the top seven intelligent communities
in the international Intelligent Communities Awards 2018. The previous European winner was Eindhoven in 2011. The final will be held in London next
summer. As usual, success in this competition comes from our cooperation
with the local people.
lä, mayor
Jukka Mäkelä,

Updates from different
parts of the city and
pages dedicated to
various operators.

”

Espoo begins a reading
campaign! Read aloud
to a child, support their
development and affect
their whole future.
#luelapselleEspoossa

Always up to date.
Information, answers
and discussion.
#readtoachildEspoo

”

#Espoo has a great
atmosphere. In 2017,
almost 600 new companies were founded
through @YritysEspoo.
Wow!

MAGAZINE FOR ESPOO RESIDENTS Public bulletin to all households FEEDBACK AND SUGGESTIONS espoolehti@omnipress.ﬁ
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Great moments, events
and landscapes through
the eyes of Espoo
#espooinnovation
residents.

”

We have just signed an
agreement with
@fortumcorporation to
continue implementing
our energy goals.
#sustainableespoo

PICKS

105,000

IN THE JANUARY–FEBRUARY PERIOD OF 2017, THE EMPLOYEE
VOLUME OF ESPOO-BASED COMPANIES WAS APPROXIMATELY
105,000, WITH 47,500 EMPLOYEES IN THE WEST METRO
DEVELOPMENT CORRIDOR, AND 34,000 EMPLOYEES IN THE
URBAN RAILWAY LINE DEVELOPMENT CORRIDOR. ACCORDING
TO STATISTICS FINLAND, THE ESTIMATED EMPLOYEE VOLUME IN
ESPOO’S COMPANIES GREW BY APPROXIMATELY ONE THOUSAND.

ESPOO AMONG THE TOP 7
MOST INTELLIGENT

COLLECTION VEHICLES TOUR
IN APRIL AND MAY

ESPOO HAS been named among the top seven intelligent communities in the

ONCE AGAIN, the collection vehicles tour will begin
in Espoo in April. You can bring domestic hazardous waste to the vehicles, including products such as
energy-saving lamps, ﬂuorescent tubes, paints and
solvents. The collection vehicles also accept electric
and electronic household appliances, such as freezers and fridges, electric stoves, displays and old televisions.
The metal collection vehicle accepts individual metal
household items, such as wood-burning sauna stoves, frying
pans and pots. Larger volumes of metal should be taken to the HSY
Sortti stations or other metal waste processors.
Speciﬁc schedules, vehicle stops and sorting instructions
are available on the website www.hsy.ﬁ/keraysautot.

international Intelligent Communities Awards 2018 and is the only European ﬁnalist. The other ﬁnalists in the competition include cities from Canada,
Australia and Taiwan. The City of Oulu is the only other city in Finland that
has reached the ﬁnals, in 2012 and 2013.
The competition is built around the theme of utilizing data in human-oriented service development. Espoo’s strength in the competition has been said
to be its citizen-driven approach to sustainable, smart city development, with
the active involvement of residents at the heart of all activities. In its application, Espoo presented, for example, the School as a Service Model, the Iso
Omena Service Centre and the Sustainable Espoo Development Programme.
Competition evaluators will visit Espoo during the spring to get to know Espoo’s development activities in more detail. The winner will be announced at
the Intelligent Community Forum (ICF) Global Summit in London on 4–6 June.

“When I moved
from Rovaniemi
to Tapiola,
the district and its
nature immediately
felt like home.
I was impressed by
EMMA’s exhibitions
and the space
itself. I’m sure art
I’ve experienced
there has inspired
my own work,”
Greta Muuri says.

Working grant for professional
artist to Greta Muuri
IN DECEMBER, the Espoo Culture Committee granted the 2018 Working Grant
for Professional Artist to textile designer and Master of Fine Arts, Greta Muuri.
Muuri describes her art as experimental
textile art that is created with the aim of
breaking boundaries and evoking feelings. In Muuri’s working plan, pieces of
art drawing inﬂuences from different art
styles and the local spirit are placed in
various public places.
The Culture Committee found Muuri’s
working plan innovative and creative. Simultaneously, Muuri promotes sustainable development in utilizing recycled
textiles as her medium.
Muuri lives and works in Mankkaa
in Espoo. Originally from Pori, Muuri

studied textile design at the University of Lapland in Rovaniemi, and ﬁnally
her Master’s thesis topic and internship
at the Espoo Museum of Modern Art
brought her to Espoo. Later she worked
for the Tapio Wirkkala Rut Bryk Foundation.
The Working Grant for Professional
Artist is awarded to one artist for one
year at a time. In 2018, a total of 17 artists applied for the grant. The grant
amount is EUR 1,692.45 per month.
The application assessment criteria included the artistic quality of the working
plan, the professional merits of the applicant, as well as how much the artist’s
work will increase the attractiveness of
the city.

“I’M STARTING THE YEAR
BY COLLECTING RECYCLED
TEXTILES, AND MY PIECES
WILL BE PUBLISHED IN
AUTUMN AND WINTER.”
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PICKS

ESPOO’S RESIDENTS
INCREASINGLY
HAPPY WITH CITY
MAINTENANCE
ESPOO RESIDENTS’ satisfaction with the

city’s cleaning and maintenance services
has continued to grow from last year. While
satisfaction with maintenance services has
gone up, the costs of maintenance have decreased.
The results are based on the annual, nation-wide technical service customer satisfaction survey, which received 448 responses from Espoo residents. In the survey,
maintenance services were assessed on a
scale from 1 (very poor) to 5 (excellent).
The residents’ satisfaction with street
maintenance in Espoo increased in nearly all
categories. The overall grade given by the
residents, 3.53, is a record high for Espoo.
The locals themselves participated in the
public cleaning of their hometown by becoming involved in voluntary activities and
signing Our Park agreements to commit to
park maintenance.
The maintenance of both parks and playgrounds received record grades from residents in 2017. Satisfaction with park maintenance has been increasing fairly steadily
since 2000. The average grade given by residents to park maintenance was 3.56, while
playground maintenance received a score
of 3.71.
Espoo’s score for winter maintenance was
3.58. The reduction in maintenance costs
can be partially explained by the snowless
winters.

EMMA, Tapio
Wirkkala Rut
Bryk Foundation
and the City of
Espoo opened a
permanent visual
archive based
on the personal
working collections
of Rut Bryk and
Tapio Wirkkala.

EXHIBITION CENTRE WEEGEE ATTRACTS MORE VISITORS
EXHIBITION CENTRE Weegee
had 357,270 visitors in 2017.
Last year, the centre hosted
a total of 24 exhibitions and
2,438 related events. Along
with the high-quality exhibition programme, the visitor volume was increased by Finland’s
100th anniversary, the new metro connection to Tapiola and the
popular Museum Card.
EMMA – Espoo Museum of
Modern Art, KAMU – Espoo City
Museum, the Finnish
Toy Museum, Hevosenkenkä,
and the Finnish Museum of Horology offered a generous, fas-

TOWARDS A
CLEANER CITY
ESPOO HAS received twenty new
stands for dog waste bags. The
bag stands have been installed in
places favoured by the city’s dog
owners, where need for them has
been most apparent.
The bags are free for all citizens and made of biodegradable
material, so they can be disposed
of in any bin available in the city’s
public areas. The city is responsible for ensuring that the stands
have bags available.
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cinating selection of exhibitions
and side events.
The Espoo City Museum Exhibition, A Shattered Life –
Espoo in the Finnish Civil War,
recounts the stories of Espoo
residents during the Civil War.
In honour of the centenary year,
the Finnish Museum of Horology
showcased unique Finnish jewellery from the years of independence in its Finnish Jewellery exhibition. The Finnish Toy
Museum, Hevosenkenkä, celebrated Finland’s 100th anniversary with its event series, Return to Childhood.

The largest joint event of
2017, the Children’s Museum
Festival, celebrated the hundred-year-old Finland with a
1980s theme, which attracted
7,500 visitors to the exhibition centre during the weekend.
The national truck tour of the
Suomi 100 (Finland 100) satellite culminated in the Space Station WeeGee exhibition, which
opened at the WeeGee last autumn. As part of the centenary
festivities, WeeGee also joined
forces with the Etelä-Tapiola
Upper Secondary School to set
up a cricket farming container.

Dog waste bags are
available in the following
locations:
KAITAA: Iivisniemenreitti
KAUKLAHTI: Valhallantie
KIRKKOJÄRVI: Kaivomestarinniitty
LEPPÄVAARA: The Alberganesplanadi Cherry
Park, Leppäviidanpuisto,
Leppävaara Ice Stadium/
Veräjäpellonreitti, Kartanonpuisto/Alberganpromenadi
MANKKAA: VanhanMankkaan puisto

MATINKYLÄ: Kalapuisto/

Kala-Maijan polku
MUURALA: Vanha

Muuralantie
NIITTYKUMPU: Mankkaan-

laaksontie, Orionintie/
Nokitontunkuja
NÖYKKIÖ: Eestinlaakso
SAUNALAHTI: Itäviitanpuisto, Magneettipolku
SUURPELTO: Piilipuuntie
TAPIOLA: Otsolahden
RANTARAITTI, Pohjankulma, Pohjanneidonpolku
TUOMARILA:

Tuomarilantie

AT YOUR SERVICE

ESPOO
CATERING
EMPLOYS AROUND

460
PEOPLE

30,000
SCHOOL MEALS
PER DAY

12,000
DAY-CARE CENTRE
MEALS PER DAY

6,000
OTHER LUNCH
MEALS PER DAY

DELICIOUS
MEALS FROM
THE CITY’S
OWN KITCHEN
Mikko Malinen, 35, works at
Gumböle Manor as the Head Chef
of the Espoo Catering event
catering services. In addition to
event catering, Espoo Catering
provides meals for schools,
day-care centres and service units
for the elderly, as well as family
and social services.
TEXT AND PHOTO

Kari Martiala

’’W

Mikko Malinen started his
career at the young age of
15, working at the Fiskars
Wärdshus. Working with young
people is important to him, and
he has been a part of launching
the food service workshop at
the Finns restaurant at Omnia
Vocational College.

e at Espoo Catering provide delicious food for various customer
groups ranging from day-care children to heads of state. The food is
prepared at the kitchen in Kilo, at schools, care units
and employee cafeterias. The scope of our operations
is exceptionally wide, and our customer base is substantial.
We have also discovered the right employees for
the right roles. For example, the kitchen equipment
at institutional kitchens are already so fine-tuned
that if I had to work at the Kilo kitchen, I wouldn’t
know what to do.
We have plenty of visitors at Gumböle, where
I work, not small children so much, but students
sometimes. During my time here, we have been visited by, for example, Henri Albért Gabriel Félix
Marie Guillaume, the monarch of the Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg, and his wife.
We have a team of eight people at event catering
services, including two chefs. Jouni Hartikainen is
in charge of the food served at City Council House,
and I take care of catering for the City Management
and the City’s guests. It is important to me that all
our visitors leave with a good taste in their mouth
and that our food is an experience. For example, I
bake all the bread served with our meals myself. I inherited my love for baking from my grandmother,
an old housewife from Kainuu. I stand behind every
meal prepared!”
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THEME

ESPOO IS
DRAWING PLANS
FOR APARTMENT
BUILDINGS TO
HOUSE 70,000 NEW
RESIDENTS IN THE
METRO ZONE.

HIGHER AND MORE
SUSTAINABLE
Text Juha Peltonen
Photos Timo Porthan
Illustrations Susanna Tuononen

Espoo has already been named the most sustainable city in Europe twice, and the
city intends to keep its title. This is why sustainable development is a priority in
the Espoo Story. A rail connection will be built to connect all ﬁve urban centres,
which are becoming denser and growing upwards. The close connection to urban
nature, appreciated by Espoo locals, will be preserved in all of the centres.
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spoo’s population has
grown tenfold in sixty
years. This growth has
been significantly faster
than the average growth in
the Helsinki area. The city’s
population will exceed 300,000 in
2022. This means that Espoo gains
some 4,500 new residents every year.
The growth comes from both
immigration and a high birth rate. It
is supported by urbanization, a phenomenon currently affecting various
areas globally, and in Espoo’s case,
the new rail connections.
Of the five city centres in Espoo,
only Leppävaara and Espoon keskus
used to be connected by rail. Once a
new railway line to Espoon keskus is

built for local traffic by the main line,
the city will have a real urban railway
line. The metro from central Helsinki
now reaches Tapiola and Matinkylä.
The second phase to Kivenlahti is
currently under construction.
The Jokeri Light Rail will connect
the metro line to the urban railway
line at the Ring 1 road, providing a
rail connection from the Keilaniemi
and Otaniemi metro stations to the
Leppävaara train station by Sello.
Construction of the Jokeri Light Rail
will likely begin during this year.
The state is funding the metro
project, and in return, Espoo has
promised to draw a plan for apartments for 70,000 new residents in
the metro zone. The current city

centres are becoming denser and
taller. At the same time, completely
new local centres are being created,
such as the residential areas Vermonniitty and Finnoo.
THE MOST SUSTAINABLE CITY in Eu-

rope became the headline of the
Espoo Story last September when
the City Council decided on the
strategy. The title is not unwarranted, as last year and the year before, Espoo was named the most sustainable city in Europe in a survey
covering 140 cities. Espoo’s objective
is to keep its status as number one.
Espoo’s network-like structure
has proven useful from the perspective of sustainable development.

Head of Technical and Environment Services, Olli Isotalo, says he
thinks that if the plans of the city
were started in the present day, it
would probably not be designed
around an old-fashioned centre.
“The model of five city centres
has proven efficient for sustainable
growth. A network-like urban structure used to refer to suburbs. Now
we have discovered the power of
having urban nature and all social
elements nearby.
For a city to grow, investments
need to be made, and investments
also create operating costs. Growing
municipalities also have plenty of
need for basic renovation work.
“For example, schools are built
ESPOO MAGAZINE 1/2018 >> 9

THEME
“Apartments alone
won’t make a city
attractive. You
also need services
and jobs,” Olli
Isotalo notes.

··

Espoo’s
sustainable
development
goals make
everyday life
more
comfortable
and convenient.

with measurements to sustain
longer periods of growth,” Isotalo
explains.
The same is true of traffic solutions. Espoo is investing heavily in
public transport. As a result, it is possible to base the development of the
entire community structure on public transport instead of simply using it
to develop new residential areas.
“Companies are eager to find
premises along good transport connections, too. The metro and the
Jokeri Light Rail have significantly
increased enterprises’ interest in
finding locations by the rails.”
According to Isotalo, growth
requires attractions: jobs and services need to be available in addition
to housing.
“This means that it is essential the
city isn’t the only body organizing
services. And zoning buildings outside land owned by the city means
more operators can be attracted.
THE HELSINKI CAPITAL REGION is
the spearhead of growth in Finland. It is typical for the area that in-

stead of opening specific new areas
every year, construction is constantly going on in different parts of
the cities. Diverse housing production allows Espoo to provide citizens with solutions for different age
periods and life stages in their own
hometown.
“Growth can’t be selective; you
can’t only try to attract the wealthy.
You need to take full pieces of the
cake and not try to eat it layer by
layer,” Isotalo says.
He finds it important that areas
are inhabited by people in different stages of life. As a result, if you
get tired of clearing the way to your
house of snow every winter, you can
simply sell the house and find an
apartment in a building that is home
to people of different ages.
ESPOO’S SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

goals make everyday life more comfortable and convenient. Smart
urban solutions, smooth transport
and emission-free energy production promote a sustainable lifestyle
and increase opportunities for en-

is actively involved
joying recreational
in things that allow
activities in urban
GOAL:
the creation of new
nature. The ambiCARBON
solutions. We suctious goal of beNEUTRALITY
ceed by remaining
coming a carbonBY 2030.
interesting.
neutral city by
Fast growth can
2030 is one exoften have negaample of this.
tive impacts as well, but
Measures aiming at
Espoo has not had any troucarbon neutrality will also
ble this far. The centres of approxiimprove the comfortability of life in
mately 50,000 residents have urban
the surrounding area.
centres that are surrounded by sinThe greatest challenges in emisgle-family houses. Urban nature is
sion-free energy concern heat proalways nearby,” Laitala explains.
duction. District heating accounts
Studies indicate that Espoo resfor 42 per cent of all emissions. One
quarter of district heating is already idents value urban nature that is
close by and easily accessible, most
produced from renewable energy
of all in their living environment.
sources. Four years ago, their porThe second most important factor
tion of the production was one per
is safety.
cent. The city has signed an agreement with Fortum, stating that all
heat production will be carbon neu- IN SUSTAINABLE ESPOO, growth does
not simply happen through new
tral by 2030.
Pasi Laitala, Director of Sustain- construction, but also by finding
able Development, emphasizes that new ways to utilize the existing
urban structure. This is made possustainable development is more
sible by approaching the city as a
than just a hollow phrase.
service.
“It all depends on whether a city

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY REQUIRES OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARTICIPATION
CREATING OPPORTUNITIES requires

that residents and companies have the
possibility of sharing their ideas about
what kind of conditions they need.
“Involving residents extensively is a
part of sustainable social development,”
Olli Isotalo notes.
All municipalities are looking for ways
to achieve this. Espoo has previously uti-
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lized different workshops and surveys.
“Discovering ways of lowering the
threshold for participation remains a
challenge. Joint development cannot
be based simply on asking for opinions.
To be able to really participate, you also
need to know the facts.”
Päivi Sutinen, Director for Service
Development, considers Espoo’s net-

work-like structure a means for bringing
opportunities to the residents. It is easier
to participate in the development of one
city centre than that of the entire city.
“Participation is essential to the development of a town. Town planners think
about the world 30 years from now, but
people participate today. That’s why development projects need to be imple-

mented at a fairly rapid pace,” she notes.
One of the projects is the KYKY platform that allowed Espoo’s schools to act
as development partners of companies.
The electronic platform enables companies, communities and schools to share
their development deeds or any ideas
they have for joint development projects.
The service centre at the Iso Omena
shopping centre was also founded to provide an innovative platform for participation.

Professor Jarmo
Suominen shares
a vision of a
service network
in which the city
is the service
provider, but
facilities and
functions are
provided by a
network.

The model is being built in collaboration with Aalto University. It is
already in use at the Haukilahti secondary school. The school project
was originally started due to a need
for temporary facilities and carried out as contracts and services at
what used to be the paper industry
research facility at the University’s
Otaniemi campus.
“The traditional community structure is created through
enhancement: build a new, big
school and shut down the small
ones. The service ability of a single school may be better, but it will
reduce the accessibility of services.
We can find more flexible solutions
by decentralizing resources and
forming a network structure,” says
professor Jarmo Suominen.
According to his calculations,
organizing secondary education
online would cut the costs by one
third compared to traditional secondary education. Still, several indicators show that the current results
are better.

“Education at Haukilahti secondary school was not organized in a
single building, but in a network of
facilities. Otaniemi has 28 restaurants, so why build a new cafeteria
for the school alone? Or why should
a sports hall be built when an entire
sports park is available just a fiveminute walk away? According to
feedback, students are not bothered
by the occasional walks.”
Suominen emphasizes that
decentralizing services into a network of partnerships does not mean
distributing them over a large geographic area, but distributing them
to several operators in the surrounding area. It’s about what you should
do and purchase with public money.
“This offers a cost-efficient way
of ensuring the accessibility of local
services,” Suominen states.
He would extend the city as a service approach from schools to all
services provided by the city:
“What if the new city hall was
a network of facilities located by
metro stations?” \

VERMONNIITTY
TOWERS UNDER
CONSTRUCTION
THE CONSTRUCTION of the Vermonniitty district by Leppävaara began
already in late 2016. The area will literally have a high proﬁle: there will
be ten 16-storey tower buildings.
It has been estimated that Vermonniitty will contain some 4,000
apartments, which means 6,000
new residents. Some 90 per cent of
the residential building construction
projects will be launched by 2020.
The plan of the area was heavily
based on the themes of sustainable development, which can be
seen in the dense centre and centralized parking solutions. Vermonnitty’s location close to the centre
and railway station of Leppävaara
and the upcoming Jokeri Light Rail
also contribute to sustainable development in the area. Concrete aggregate from the demolished Siemens
factory in the area has been recycled and used to support road surfaces. The area of Vermonniity used
to be sea bottom.

VERMONNIITTY
•
•
•
•

13 minutes by train to Helsinki
5 minutes to the seashore
Sea view from 10th ﬂoor up
Apartments, as well as a
comprehensive school,
day-care centre, shop
and a riding centre
• The area is divided by the
Monikonpuro stream,
which is highlighted through
green construction.
TTY
ONNII
VERM

FINNOO, A NEW TYPE OF MARITIME DISTRICT
AFTER MATINKYLÄ, the next metro station will be built at Finnoo. Reaching
from the Länsiväylä motorway to the sea
shore, the new district will provide an urban example of sustainable development
with housing for 17,000 residents. Even

on national scale, the Finnoo construction
project is an enormous effort.
The centre of the district will be composed of 20-storey residential buildings located by the metro station. Areas close to
the Länsiväylä motorway will be reserved

for commercial activities. An aesthetically
pleasant promenade will be built by the
sea for all Espoo residents to enjoy.
The construction of Finnoo will provide
signiﬁcant employment for more than
three decades.
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WHAT’S ON IN MARCH-MAY

iACTIVATION
EVENTS FOR
SENIOR CITIZENS
THIS SPRING, the service centres
for senior citizens will be buzzing
with new life, as the Active Life
for Senior Citizens events welcome the elderly residents of Espoo to join diverse activities. The
events will be held at the Senior
Citizens’ Life and Living Centres
of Leppävaara, Kauklahti and
Soukka, as well as the service
centre in Tapiola. In addition, at
the Iso Omena Service Centre in
Matinkylä, also the local library,
the adult education centre and
the city’s culture and sports services participate in the organization of the event.
The programme of the Active
Life for Senior Citizens events is
based on inspiring workshops. In
addition, students have organized various health and welfarecentred activity points.
The events are organized by
the city of Espoo in collaboration
with the Laurea University of Applied Sciences and Omnia, the
Joint Authority of Education in
the Espoo Region. More-speciﬁc
schedules will be published on
the City of Espoo’s website and in
bulletins later in the spring.

ESPOO
FROM DAY
TO DAY
Pick the most interesting
tips and hints on
what to do and where
to go this spring.
MORE EVENTS:
espoo.ﬁ › City of Espoo › What’s on? › Events in Espoo

Laura M
Mvula
vul
ula bringss
her creative fusion
of soul, jazz and
pop music to the
Tapiola Hall in the
Espoo Cultural
Centre on Saturday,
28 April.

iARE YOU IN
SERIOUS NEED OF
A CONCERT?

iErin at Sellosali on 18 April at 7
p.m. Tickets from Lippupiste.
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HUIPPUTIIMI (TOP Team) is a comedy
by three women who leave nothing out.
The show tells a story of the craziness of
the entertainment business with plenty
of humour and music.
What happens when two actresses of
different ages, both desperately looking
for work, decide to solve their problems
by creating their own show and hiring
an accordion player? They both want to
give an outstanding performance, but
how can they combine all their best acts
in one show and still leave room for the
other? And the accordion player wants
some of the spotlight, too. Despite bickering and jealousy, our ﬁne actresses do
their best to train each other for auditions; however, the situations tend to get
terribly out of hand.
Written by Rosa Meriläinen and directed by Mikko Kivinen, Huipputiimi’s
cast includes Kirsi Ståhlberg and Anneli
Ranta, joined by Henna Leppänen on the
accordion.

iHuipputiimi at Sellosali on 5 May at 7
p.m. Tickets from Lippupiste. A Kaikukortti event.

IF IT has been a while since you

were blown away by a musical
experience, come to Sellosali and
prepare to be thoroughly impressed by Erin. Known for her
original voice and her touching
interpretations, Erin is one of the
most popular and charismatic
Finnish artists. Her ﬁrst solo album, Hunningolla, came out in
2011 and immediately became
a hit: the album has sold more
than 60,000 copies, thus selling
platinum three times over.
The hit songs, Vanha nainen
hunningolla, Popeda, Vanha
sydän and On elämä laina, will
be remembered for a long time
to come. Her most recent album,
Seliseli, was published in 2016.

iUNINHIBITED
MUSICAL COMEDY

iHANGING OUT WITH
THE GUYS
MEN’S NIGHTS are a new feature in the

Jazzy April
THE 32ND April Jazz event will take over Espoo at the end of April. The
E.S.T. Symphony opens the festival on Wednesday, 25 April, offering a
unique, ﬁrst ever opportunity to experience orchestral versions of the Esbjörn Svensson Trio’s music in Finland.
The Thursday, 26 April, programme includes the premiere of the new big
band suite by Espoo Big Band’s conductor, Marzi Nyman.
On Friday, 27 April, trumpet player Ambrose Akinmusire makes his
second April Jazz appearance, bringing also his acclaimed quartet to Espoo
with him. Akinmusire’s thick sound and evocative style of playing have
made him one of the most-followed American jazz musicians.
The festival will be closed on Sunday by the “In the Beginning” suite, created as a collaboration by Danish singer Kira Skovin and Estonian saxophone player Maria Faustin to celebrate Estonia’s 100th anniversary.

iApril Jazz 25–29 April

programme of the Pikku-Aurora Cultural Centre. Heikki Paajanen, Chair of Red
Cross Kehä-Espoo, will give a brief presentation on ﬁrst aid and the activities of
the Finnish Red Cross on March 6, from
6 to 8 p.m.
Men’s nights will continue on 3 April
and 8 May. The events include an expert
guest and discussions. The event is especially targeted at senior citizens.
iMen’s nights, Children’s Cultural
Centre, Pikku-Aurora, Järvenperäntie 1–3.

iHONOURING
VETERANS
THE MAIN National Veteran’s Day celebrations will be organized at Finlandia
Hall in Helsinki. The celebrations include
a concert and a reception organized by
the city, welcoming all veterans and their
companions from the Helsinki Capital Region. Espoo will not organize any festivities of its own this year; instead, transportation will be arranged from Espoo to
Finlandia Hall. The schedules of the celebrations and the transportations will be
speciﬁed later in the spring. The concert
will also be broadcast live on television.

iA FESTIVAL
WORTHY OF BRAVO!

iSEDUCTION AT A
CAMPING SITE

Mopo feat.
Raoul Björkenheim
& Mikko Innanen
At Sellosali on 7 March
at 7 p.m. Tickets from
Lippupiste.
A Kaikukortti
event.

BRAVO!, THE international theatre festival for children and young people, is
celebrating its 10th anniversary this
year. The festival programme includes
eight international performances and
two Finnish premieres. The crazy stories will take you to driving lessons and
strange houses, and you may ﬁnd yourself completely upside-down. Performances come from all over the world:
Israel, South Korea, Belgium, the UK,
Denmark, Italy, Estonia and Finland.

iBravo! 10–18 March at Karatalo, the
Espoo Cultural Centre and Sellosali

THE PLAY, Viettelyksen asuntovaunu,
by theatre group, Porilaisen Rakastajat, is a story about people who are facing important life choices. The play is
set at the Isomäki camping site in Pori
in autumn 2017. The play tells the story
of Kari Metsäsimola, a professional motorist whose life is thrown off track after the structure of local business life
changes. Viettelyksen asuntovaunu is
a play about social identity, work, love
and the crisis of masculinity.

iViettelyksen asuntovaunu at Louhisali
in the Espoo Cultural Centre on 13–20
April. Tickets from Lippupiste.

iFROM SORROW TO FURY ON A
SAXOPHONE AND A GUITAR
THE FOURTH album of the

jazz group Mopo, Mopocalypse, was published in January. The album is a solid whole, covering a wide
range of emotions from
rage all the way to beauti-

ful melancholy sounds and
bright, happy tunes. At the
concert in Sellosali, Mopo is
joined by virtuoso guitarist
Raoul Björkenheim and innovative saxophonist Mikko Innanen.

iSECRETS UNVEILED
ON THE BIG SCREEN

iYOUNG LIVES
STOLEN

A GROUP of friends get together for din-

CINE BY the theatre group, La Tristura,

paintings presents artwork by the calligraphy and ink painting group of the Espoo
Adult Education Centre. The paintings include both compositions depicting ﬂowers and birds, as well as landscape paintings. The group teacher is Li Xinsheng.

ner in the Italian ﬁlm, Perfect Strangers.
They agree on playing a game that night:
any messages and phone calls they receive during the night have to be shared
with the others. At ﬁrst the game seems
like fun, but it gets more and more serious as one secret after another is revealed – leaving the relationships of the
group changed in unexpected ways.

i Exhibition at the Karatalo on 5–27
April. Free entrance. In addition, an
open workshop will be organized on
Monday 9 April from 9.30 to 11.30 a.m.,
allowing everyone to try calligraphy and
ink painting.

iFilm of the month, Perfect Strangers,
at the Louhisali in the Espoo Cultural
Centre on 15 April at 3 p.m. Tickets from
Lippupiste. Organized by the Espoo Cultural Centre and Espoo Ciné International Film Festival.

discusses a phenomenon that is unfortunately common in Spain: child-stealing. The narrator and main character
is a man who was kidnapped as a child,
and who now, as an adult, is trying to
discover his own history and ﬁnd a
place in the world. CINE is somewhere
between cinema and theatre, with especially the soundtrack bringing a cinematic side to the performance. The audience will receive headphones for listening to the soundtrack.

iDELICATE EASTERN
LINES
THIS EXHIBITION of Chinese-style ink

iShows on 22 to 24 March at Louhisali
in the Espoo Cultural Centre. Tickets
from Lippupiste.

VILLE JUURIKKALA

ROCK LEGEND AT LEPPÄVAARA
MICHAEL MONROE, a living legend of Finnish rock music, celebrated the 30th year of his solo career last year, and will now give a
concert at Sellosali for the ﬁrst time. The concerts of this musician
are as energetic as it gets! A star coach on all seasons of the Voice
of Finland, Michael Monroe is planning to return to the recording
studio to make a new album after completing his concert tour.

i Michael Monroe at Sellosali on 29 March at 7 p.m. Tickets from
Lippupiste.

iORGANIC
SHOPPING
NATURE HOUSE Villa Elfvik offers
the possibility of purchasing delicious organic products directly
from the farmer. Products on sale
include roots, dried nettle, rusks,
bread and spelt products. You can
also purchase high-quality, Finnish
natural salves, soaps and shampoos in addition to resin, tar, beeswax and peat products. You can also enjoy an organic lunch at Café
Elfvik. Payments only in cash, the
café also takes cards.

iSunday 18 March and 15 April
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

iWHERE DID
EASTER CHICKS
COME FROM?
THE GUIDED tour at Glims Farmstead Museum covers old Easter traditions and habits.

iGlims Farmstead Museum, Glimsintie 1, 25 March and 28 March at 2
p.m. A guided tour is included in the
entrance fee.
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WHAT’S ON IN MARCH-MAY

READER’S
TIP!

World Champion
Juho Nieminen
(centre)
surrounded by
Espoo’s
young ju-jutsu
practitioners.

iTIPS FOR WATER
SPORTS
THANKS TO its upthrust, water pro-

vides a great environment for doing cardio exercises that improve
the performance of respiratory and
blood-vascular systems. This is especially useful for those who cannot perform the same exercises on
dry land for one reason or another.
On the other hand, water also allows low-impact training, as in water, your body only weighs four kilograms.
SOURCE: FINNISH
INSTITUTE OF AQUATICS

iWATER AEROBICS
FOR A SINGLE FEE
DIVERSE WATER aerobics for all

TOP OF THE WORLD
IN FIVE YEARS
Ju-jutsu is a versatile martial art. Combat and
competing are only a part of the package.
FRESH JU-JUTSU World Champion,

HOKUTORYU JU-JUTSU Espoo op-

Espoo-based Juho Nieminen, start- erates in the martial arts halls of a
ed practising the martial art in 2012. civil defence shelter located in KanFive years brought him a gold mednussillanmäki. Nieminen says the
al at the World Championships, but
training facilities are good, even
that is not the last of his goals.
though the popularity of the sport
“Combat is only one part of juhas caused them to be slightly
jutsu. My goal is to achieve the
cramped at times. Interest has eshighest-ranking, black,
pecially increased among
belt, and have more opyouths.
INTEREST
portunities for coaching,”
“The best thing about
HAS
Nieminen says.
ju-jutsu is exactly that
ESPECIALLY people of all ages can join
Nieminen was introINCREASED
duced to the sport by a
in. You don’t need any
AMONG
few friends from work.
fancy equipment or speYOUTHS.
As a former team sport
cial skills to join a basic
athlete, Nieminen was incourse. Normal sweat
trigued by the versatility of ju-jutsu:
pants, a t-shirt and the will to learn
“Different moves, wrestling,
are enough,” Nieminen explains enthrows, punches and kicks,” Niemthusiastically.
inen explains.

READ MORE
ABOUT OUR
SPORTS
SELECTION
ESPOO.FI/
EN-US/
CULTURE_
AND_SPORT

IN ADDITION to ju-jutsu, the selec-

tion of sports includes courses in
kickboxing and kenjutsu. Many participate in multiple courses, Nieminen himself also trains in kickboxing.
“Kickboxing is, as the name indicates, about kicking and punching.
It requires special coordination. Jujutsu is more about self-defence. In
addition to kicks and punches, it includes falling down, releasing yourself from the opponent’s grip, wrestling and throws. Kenjutsu also involves swordsmanship.”
Basic courses start 6 to 7 times
per year, meaning that you can get
involved any time.
“At our club, people can also
come and try things out a couple
of times before they sign up for a
course,” Nieminen hints.

levels. Fee eur 2.50 + swimming hall
entrance fee, wristband at Olari. Tokens are sold at the swimming hall
cashier one hour before the class
begins. Only one token/customer/
visit. The token is free of charge
for holders of the 68+ sports pass.
Participants are accepted on a ﬁrst
come, ﬁrst serve basis. Duration
30 min. Organized by Espoo Sports
Services.
Espoonlahti Swimming Hall
Mon 10.15–10.45 a.m.
Tue 2.15–2.45 p.m.
Wed 8.55–9.25 a.m.
Thu 8.05–8.35 p.m.
Fri 2.15–2.45 p.m.
Keski-Espoo Swimming Hall
Mon 12.00 noon–12.30 p.m.
and 12.35–1.05 p.m.
Mon 8.00–8.30 p.m.
Tue 8.00–8.30 a.m.
Wed 12.40–1.10 p.m.
and 1.15–1.45 p.m.
Fri 12.00 noon–12.30 p.m.
and 12.35–1.05 p.m.
Leppävaara Swimming Hall
Mon 12.00 noon–12.30 p.m. and
12.35–1.05 p.m.
Tue 7.40–8.10 p.m.
Thu 9.00–9.30 a.m.

TIINA PARIKKA
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Olari Swimming Hall
Wed 12.00 noon–12.30 p.m.

INSIGHT
R FAMILIES
SERVICES FO N:
E
WITH CHILDR
-US/FAMILIES
ESPOO.FI/EN

INFORMATION ON
OTHER SERVICES
PROVIDED BY ESPOO
IS ALSO AVAILABLE.

The best start
for baby babble
Espoo is home to many babies born
to parents from other countries.
The Moniku service is now providing
these families with support concerning
language and culture. The service
has been launched in Leppävaara
and the Espoo Centre.
TEXT

Veera Saloheimo

1

The Moniku service is targeted at multilingual
and multicultural families with infants. When
visiting the maternity and child health clinic for
a regular examination, the families also meet with a
social advisor that comes from a multicultural background.

2

The visits are used to discuss matters related to the development, language and culture of the child. For example, many parents
in multicultural families think that speaking Finnish to
the baby supports the child’s integration into Finnish
society. However, the social advisor always encourages the parents to use their own language when
interacting with the child, as it has been proven to
provide the best possible support for the child’s language development. Another common topic is how
much time children of different ages should spend
watching television and on smart devices every day.

3

The Moniku service includes three child
health clinic visits during the ﬁrst three
years of the child’s life. One or both parents
can come to the clinic, or the social advisor can visit
the family’s home. The family may also ask for advice
related to the older children in the family, as well as
the services provided by Espoo, such as early childhood education groups and children’s clubs.

A GROWING POPULATION GROUP
LAUNCHED LAST autumn, the Moniku
project supports multilingual and multicultural families at an early stage,
preventing the need for special services later. Ideally, the service will be
extended to cover all of Espoo.

Under-school-age children who
speak a foreign language are a signiﬁcantly growing population group.
In 2016, 9.4 per cent of the entire
population of Espoo consisted of
children under the age of 7, and 18.2

per cent of them spoke a foreign
language as their ﬁrst language. In
2016, as much as 20.3 per cent of all
children under the age of one had a
foreign language as their ﬁrst language.
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PEARL
READY, SET AND GO TO OITTAA
A SUNNY winter day brings thousands of
people out to the Oittaa Recreational Area
located on the southern end of Lake Bodom.
Shoes are exchanged for skates and snow
shoes. The Angry Birds park, a frisbee golf
course, exercise equipment and forest paths
welcome those looking to add some physical activity to their day. Skiers will not have
to hurry off the tracks, as a snowmaking system ensures that the skiing season at Oittaa
lasts from three to six months.
Last year, the beach of the recreational
area received a new pier. It offers winter
swimmers a great opportunity to take a dip
in the refreshing waters.
“The members of the winter swimming club
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can also use the dressing cabin and sauna,
which is located in an old cowshed building,”
explains Tapio Taskinen, Outdoor and Recreational Manager at the City of Espoo.
Equipment rental and ski maintenance services are available in Oittaa’s old cowshed
building, and snow shoeing trips and skiing
schools are currently being planned for the
area. In previous years, the Lake Bodom tour
skating track that starts from the skating rink
has covered the length of one kilometre.
“Weather permitting, we will clear a tour
skating track that goes around the entire
lake this year. The planned length of the
track is approximately ﬁve kilometres.
PIRITTA PORTHAN

Ice swimming has
been a hobby for
Hanna Hertsch, 37,
for seven years
now. “Ice swimming is relaxing,
and it will help you
sleep better and
make you less likely
to catch a cold.
The great feeling
and challenging
yourself are really
addictive.”

TIMO PORTHAN
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Health Centre,
Emma, WeeGee

Tiina Parikka

The centre of Tapiola is currently home
to many development projects. In spring
2019, the second southern entrance to
the metro will be opened, and the new
bus terminal will be put into operation.

Pohjantie
Pohjantienstops
pysäkit

THIS WINTER, old buildings in Tapiola have been torn down to
make room for new ones. The routes of the pedestrian centre
are always directed around construction sites. However, passengers entering Länsituulenkuja from the metro have clear
signs to guide them.
In addition to part 3 of the Ainoa Shopping Centre, new
business premises and residential buildings will be built on
the location of the already demolished Oy Raitinkartano and
Vesiputoustalo buildings.
According to estimates, the HOAS student housing, currently under construction in the Tuuliniitty area north of the
Tapiola Tennis Park , will be opened for new residents in autumn 2019. The Tapiola station is the metro’s second western
terminal and an important hub for transport connections.

Pohjantie

BUILDING A
NEW TAPIOLA
Mer
ituu
lent
ie

Tapiola’s development
progress can be followed at
www.tapiolankeskus.ﬁ

Work phases
SPRING 2018:
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i Oy Raitinkartano, the
building in which businesses
such as Nordea bank and the
Akateeminen kirjakauppa
bookstore have operated, will
be demolished. It will be
replaced by a new ofﬁce
building and apartments.
i The Vesiputoustalo building
will be demolished in May
and replaced by commercial
premises and residential
ESPOO MAGAZINE 1/2018
buildings.

= YOU ARE HERE
SPRING 2019:
i Merituulentie street,
the southern metro entrance
and bus terminal will be
opened.

AUTUMN 2019:
i The student housing building
constructed north of the tennis
park will be opened to new
residents.
i Ainoa 3 will be completed.

Currently, all passengers
arriving on the metro ascend
to Länsituulenkuja, where
further directions to different
locations can be found.

The bus
terminal will be
opened in early
2019.

Stairs (not wheelchair
accessible)

H

M

Connected by a lift

Bus stop

Construction site

Metro station

Raitinkartano construction site

Pedestrian route
Pedestrian route during shopping
centre opening hours

Cultural Centre

Heikintori

Tapionaukio

Ainoa

Länsituulenkuja

Ainoa
Stockmann

H

H

Tuulikinsilta

M

The construction
site of Ainoa 3 to be
opened in
autumn 2019.

Itätuulenkuja

M

The second
entrance to the
metro station will
be opened in early
2019.

City theatre
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VI ESBO

CULTURE IS PART OF THE EVERYDAY
LIFE IN DAY CARE CENTRES
TEXT

Harriet Öster BILDER Timo Porthan

Three boys are focused on listening to a story that, with the help of small
ﬁgures, is visualized as tabletop puppet theatre. In another room, two girls
have dressed up and are performing a play about a princess who meets both
a tiger and a giraffe during her travels. Culture is part of the everyday life in
day care centres and available to all children.
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CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
CREATE THEIR OWN CULTURE, WHICH
CAN BE SHARED WITH OTHERS.

AT THE Fågelsången day care centre

in Lippajärvi, there are also many
other kinds of cultural and creative
activities apart from stories and theatre: the children draw and paint,
they have singing hours, and there is
a small craft corner in the yard. The
day care centre has five groups with
a total of 80 children aged 1–5.
The Swedish-language childcare
and education in Espoo was merged
a few years ago with cultural work,
youth work and Espoo Arbis (the
Swedish-language Espoo Adult Education Centre) to form Swedish Educational Services.
“Espoo is the only place in Finland where Swedish-language activities are this concentrated. It gives
us good opportunities to find synergies,” says Barbro Högström, Director of the Swedish Educational
Services.
”There is more to culture than
high culture. Children and young
people create their own culture,
which can be shared with others.
In day care centres, cultural experiences play an important role in supporting individual development. It
is also important to examine cultural contacts from another perspective: the children of day care
centres visit places such as nursing
homes and sheltered homes and
sing there.
A survey made by the Swedish Educational Services shows that, of the
cultural services used by day care
centres, clearly the most popular
one is the library: all of the 25 day
care centres that responded visit the
library or the book bus once or twice
a month.
“Singing hours and theatre are
also very popular. When the City
offers theatre performances, the
places are quickly filled. We are
striving to ensure an equal offering
for everyone,” says Högström.
For schools, the City of Espoo
has prepared a cultural and sports
path, which presents everything the

City has to offer within culture and
sports. The information is useful
not only for schoolchildren but also
for all new residents. Now we are
working on a similar cultural path
for children under school age.
”Culture should be a part of everyone’s everyday life,” says Högström.
AT THE FÅGELSÅNGEN day care
centre, the story hour has ended,
and the boys say with one voice that
they like to listen to stories. That is
what they do both at the day care
centre and when visiting the Entresse Library.
“There are ducks and horses there
that you can ride and then you can
browse books, and in the orange
room they tell stories,” says Isak.
Nancy Tommiska, Deputy Director of the day care centre, tells
that the 5–6-year-olds visit Entresse
once a month to participate in the
story hour and to borrow books
for the day care centre. In addition,
the book bus comes to the day care
centre once a month, and then even
the younger children can borrow
books.
”We want to support children’s
language development. We often
tell stories with the help of tabletop
puppet theatre or as flannel board
stories with pictures. After a few
times, the children are able to tell
the story themselves using the objects and pictures, learning to formulate themselves,” she says.
The adults at the day care centre
also enjoy playing theatre. Once a
term, the staff theatre presents a
play for the children. Last time both
children and adults enjoyed ‘Good
Night, Alfie Atkins’.
“WE HAVE AN ACTIVE and generous

parents’ association, which has
sponsored our theatre visits through
sponsorship applications, bazaars
and voluntary fees. Last time we saw
the touring theatre Taimine’s performance of the play ‘Pussas på rik-

tigt’ (Kissing in earnest),” says Tommiska.
The day care centre has also had
visits including songs and rhythmics, yoga for children and even a
course in Brazilian capoeira – the
last one with the support of the
Swedish Cultural Foundation in Finland. Animal visits from a zoo are
naturally very popular.
“The art house Lilla Aurora,
where you can book film performances, is not far from here. We
have been there to see, for example,
both the Moomins and the Little
Mole. Last spring we visited the
event ‘Kulturen vid ån’ (Culture by
the river). The children took a dog
sled ride, and we all sang children’s
songs, accompanied by accordion,”
says Tommiska.
The children also sing when visiting

elderly people at the nursing home
Villa Anemone once or twice a term.
“Last time, however, we invited
them here and arranged an Independence Day celebration. We
baked buns and oat biscuits, we
sang, held talks and had a ‘presidential couple’ welcoming the guests.
The children also had their own Finland 100 rap performance.
The boys who attended the story
hour say that they also liked the play
‘Pussas på riktigt’. But on singing
hours they have different opinions.
”Singing hours are boring,” says
Isak.
“I think they are fun,” says Nemo
and continues: “And I like watching
the fish.” (The day care centre has its
own aquarium.)
”The most fun is playing football,”
says Isak.
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THE PEOPLE OF ESPOO

SIGHTS SET ON THE 12TH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP MEDAL
Team OVO from the Olari Gymnastics Association is the most successful aesthetic group gymnastics
team in the world. This year, once again, they have their sights set on a World Championship medal.
“BELIEVE IN your dreams and work

hard for them,” reads the text on the
ballet training hall of the Esport Center. The hall and the canvases next to
it offer a training space for dozens of
Olari Gymnastics Association’s athletes every day. Many of them dream
of winning the World Championships
in aesthetic group gymnastics. The
dream is hardly unrealistic: Team OVO,
the club’s women’s representative
team, has participated in the World
Championships every year since they
were ﬁrst organized in 2000. The
team has been amazingly successful.
“We have always landed among the
top ﬁve. We have eleven medals, seven
of them gold. Last year we came home
from the Championships with bronze
medals,” says Anneli Laine-Näätänen,
Head Coach of Olari Gymnastics Association and a Finnish gymnastics legend.

When asked about this year’s
goals, Team OVO’s brand new captain,
14-year-old Aurora Kapanen, smiles
slightly and says that athletes always
strive for the gold. Laine-Näätänen is
not quite as ambitious, as she states
that the team has just welcomed a few
new members, so any medal will be
enough for this season.
IT IS easier to believe in dreams when
you have been following the success of
older gymnasts in your club ever since
you were small. Kapanen, too, has
been a part of the club all her life.
“My parents put me in the children’s
group, Pikkurytmiset, nine years ago.
I love that we have a new programme
for each season and there are always
new challenges. I don’t mind spending
so much time training when it means I
also get to spend time with my friends,

and I’ve always really enjoyed gymnastics,” she says.
However, belief in success alone is
not enough—you need to be ready to
work hard for your dreams. Simply
seeing Team OVO’s weekly programme
can make you exhausted. Mondays are
reserved for resting, but all other days
contain one or two three-hour training
sessions. The total weekly training time
can be 25–30hrs.
“In addition to the actual gymnastics, training includes regular ballet
sessions, control training provided by
a physiotherapist, as well as strength
and mobility training,” Laine-Näätänen
explains.
THE TEAM includes solid expertise
from many different ﬁelds. In addition
to the coaches, the team has a massage therapist, two physiotherapists,

a dietician and a psychologist that are
always there for the team members.
“Health and well-being should be
priorities for everyone, but top athletes
in particular cannot afford to neglect
them. It is important to me that I can
help my team both to become top gymnasts and grow up into happy adults,”
Laine-Näätänen explains about her
heartfelt approach to coaching.
Professional investments can be expensive. The association and the Gymnastics Federation offer ﬁnancial support, but Laine-Näätänen would also
like to see local businesses take an active role in supporting top athletes.
“The success of local sports teams
can be used to boost community spirit
and make locals even prouder of being
from Espoo,” she says.
SARI ALHAVA
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